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MARKING  AIDS

Easy to use fabric
type marker. Unlike
the conventional
solid type, the
powder type marker
help trace lines easily
and erase lines
perfectly. Refill
contains 2 per
package.

59/BCL510 B / R / W / Y 59/BCL511 B / R / W 59/BCLQ5003

59/BCLQ5006

Q-TOOL SEWING EDGE

Easy to use fabric type
marker. Unlike the
conventional solid
type, the powder type
marker help trace
lines easily and erase
lines perfectly. Refill
contains 2 per
package.

59/B8093

A unique product that easily scallops small and
large projects such as quilts, clothing,
placements, napkins, and most anything else.
Good for marking quilting lines too. Choose
from 8 arcs, 2” to 5” on the Mini Scallop: 10
arcs, 6” to 10” on the Large Scallop.

QUILTING PENCIL SILVER
MINI SCALLOP

RADIAL RULE

SLIM CHACO LINER

WATER SOLUBLE PENCIL

ASSTSLIM CHACO REFIL

Marker for
applique and
sewing.

59/BCL4002

HERA MARKER

59/B6938

Create perfect mitered corners on your quilts.
Complete instructions included in each
package. 90º, 120º and 135º angles for
squares, rectangles, hexagons and
octagons. The binding miter tool makes
it possible for you to create perfect
mitered corners on your quilt bindings!

BINDING MITER

TOOL
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CUTTING  AIDS

Will quickly and easily erase any trace of
leftover fibre, stain or other fabric strands,.It
will also help to erase the nicks and crevices
of self healing mats.

Prolong the life of
your cutting mat by
removing lint and
fibres from batting,
flannel, fleece and
other soft materials.
As you brush the
cleaner across the
cutting mat
imbedded fibres are
being pulled out of
the crevasses. Clean
under cold water
reuse. 1/p kg.

59/BOG2105 59/B7739 59/B6719A

59/B7818

Q-TOOL SEWING EDGE

Portable cutting and pressing station features
dual side by side cutting and pressing surfaces.
8” x 12” marked mat and 9” x 12” non-stick
pressing surface and tabbed closure. Great for
using to trim and press foundation pieces and
for cutting around templates.

59/B8064

This is a single piece tool to allow quilters to
mimic our engineered corners regardless of how
they cut triangles. The corners on all our tools are
a special feature that allows quilters to align the
fabrics properly prior to sewing. When proper
alignment is accomplished the patchwork block
goes together “perfectly” and the blocks lay flat.
The corners on any 45 or 90 degree angle fabric
shape they wish. The Corner Trimmer includes
extensive instructions for use in other quilting
techniques.

45MM ROTARY BLADE

SHARPENER CORNER TRIMMER

TOTE SIZE FOLD AWAY
8-1/2” X 11”

CUTTING MATT

CLEANER 1/pkg
MATT SMOOTHER
TRI-SHARP

Plastic centerpiece with new emery
attached. Just pop out the centrepiece
and slip in the replacement.

59/B7877

REPLACEMENT EMERY

45MM
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CUTTING  AIDS

Easy-to-use acrylic ruler for 15 degree Fan
Wedges with measurements for 5" to 12" Fan
blocks. Includes instructions for cutting and
piecing by Bethany S. Reynolds.

102 Rotary-Cut Quilt Blocks in 5 Sizes -
Simple Cutting Charts - Helpful Reference
Tables This pocket-sized guide features
rotary-cutting directions for over 500
options for making traditional quilt blocks,
plus bonus reference tables every quilter
needs. It's so useful, versatile and portable,
you'll wonder how you ever lived without
it! Description: 63 double-sided cards, color
ISBN: 9781571205971

59/B8027 59/B7281 59/B7069A

Q-TOOL SEWING EDGE

Trim out Flying Geese patches in minutes with
rotary cutter and this ruler. Designed to make
Flying Geese patches in two different finished
sizes.

SMALL FLYING GEESE
RULER 3X6

QUICK & EASY

BLOCK TOOL
STACK N WHACK 15º
FAN WEDGE RULER


